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A POSTERIORI ANALYSIS FOR DYNAMIC MODEL ADAPTATION IN
CONVECTION DOMINATED PROBLEMS
JAN GIESSELMANN AND TRISTAN PRYER
Abstract. In this work we present an a posteriori error indicator for approximation schemes of Runge–
Kutta–discontinuous–Galerkin type arising in applications of compressible fluid flows. The purpose of this
indicator is not only for mesh adaptivity, we also make use of this to drive model adaptivity. This is where a
perhaps costly complex model and a cheaper simple model are solved over different parts of the domain. The a
posteriori bound we derive indicates the regions where the complex model can be relatively well approximated
with the cheaper one. One such example which we choose to highlight is that of the Navier–Stokes–Fourier
equations approximated by Euler’s equations.
1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with model adaptation in the context of advection dominated, compressible fluid
flows as they appear in, for example, aerospace engineering. Compressible fluid flows can be described by
different models having different levels of complexity. One example are the compressible Euler equations
which are the limit of the Navier-Stokes-Fourier (NSF) equations when heat conduction and viscosity go to
zero. Arguably the NSF system provides a more accurate description of reality since viscous effects which
are neglected in Euler’s equation play a dominant role in certain flow regimes like thin regions near obstacles,
for example, aerofoils exhibiting Prandtls’s boundary layers [Nic73]. However, viscous effects are negligible
in large parts of the computational domain where convective effects dominate [BCR89, CW01, DGQ12].
Thus, it is desirable to avoid the effort of handling the viscous terms in these parts of the domain, that is,
to use the NSF system only where needed and simpler models, e.g., (linearised) Euler equations, on the
rest of the computational domain.
This insight has lead to the development, of a certain type, of so-called heterogeneous domain decom-
position methods in which on a certain part of the computational domain the NSF equations are solved
numerically, whereas the (linearised) Euler equations are used for far field computations [USDM06, CW01,
Xu00, BHR11, e.g.]. In those works the domain was decomposed a priori, i.e., before the start of the numer-
ical computation. The accuracy and efficiency of those schemes depends sensitively on the placement of the
domains. Thus, the user is required to have some physical intuition on where to put the domain boundary.
It has been suggested that applying a more “adaptive” approach using cutoff functions to the dissipative
terms in the NSF equations might lead to a modified model only containing second derivatives when a
certain threshold is exceeded [BCR89, AP93]. The disadvantage with this approach is that error control
for this type of model adaptation is not available, and the main justification for its use is that the modified
equations converge to the original ones when the cut-off parameter tends to zero. A more rigorous model
adaptation approach for stationary linear advection-diffusion systems based on optimal control techniques
can be found in [AGQ06] and goal-oriented modelling error estimates for viscous and inviscid Burgers’
equations were presented in [CBvB05]. Recently a heterogeneous domain decomposition technique for linear
model problems based on factorisation was suggested in [GHM16].
Our approach to this issue differs from the previous ones, except [AGQ06] and [CBvB05] in that we
aim at having an a posteriori criterion which enables an automatic and adaptive choice of domains. Our
approach is inspired by [BE03] where a model adaptive algorithm based on an a posteriori modeling error
estimator is presented. In [BE03] such an estimator was developed for hierarchies of elliptic models based on
dual weighted residuals. This approach easily extends to parabolic problems and was extended to viscous,
incompressible flows in [BE04, BBRR07, SRO11, vOBPvB15]. It should be noted that [BE04, SRO11, PV14,
vOBPvB15] combine model adaptation with mesh adaptation. Earlier approaches to model adaptation based
on a posteriori estimators or indicators are [ASS99, SO99, OV00, VO01].
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The situation which we consider differs from the one studied in [BE03] since the problems at hand are
highly nonlinear and convection dominated in nature. In particular, it is known that error estimators
based on dual weighted residuals have certain theoretical limitations for nonlinear systems of hyperbolic
conservation laws, e.g., Euler’s equations, since the dual problems may become ill-posed in case the solution
to the primal problem is discontinuous [HH02].
Our estimates are based on non-linear energy-like arguments using the relative entropy framework. A
similar methodology was used in [Fis15] where rigorous a posteriori error estimates for the assumption of
incompressibility in viscous flows were presented. It is similar to our approach in that it does not rely
on the solution of dual problems but uses the relative entropy stability framework. Our presentation will
focus on Runge–Kutta–discontinuous–Galerkin (RKDG) discretisations which are an established tool for
viscous as well as inviscid compressible fluid flows. The schemes we study use discretisations of the NSF
equations on some part of the computational domain and discretisations of Euler’s equations on the rest of
the domain. Following [GMP15, DG15], which were concerned with a posteriori estimators for discretisation
errors for hyperbolic conservation laws, we define (explicitly computable) reconstructions of the numerical
solution and use the relative entropy stability framework in order to derive an explicitly computable bound
for the difference between the reconstruction and the exact solution to the NSF equations. Our error
estimator, in fact, consists of two parts. One part is related to the modelling error while the other one
is related to the numerical discretisation error such that our estimator allows for simultaneous model and
mesh adaptation. Model adaptation for hyperbolic conservation laws and relaxation systems was addressed
recently in [MCGS15]. In this work an error estimator for scalar problems, based on Kruzhkovs L1 stability
theory, was presented. Additional relevant work is [CCG+16] where an error indicator for general systems
based on Chapman-Enskog expansions was derived.
While the main motivation of our work stems from model adaptation between Euler and NSF equations
and between isothermal Euler and isothermal Navier-Stokes equations, we present our analysis on a more
abstract level, which we will describe in the next paragraph. We do this to allow the treatment of many
cases simultaneously and, as such, it constitutes the central part of our analysis.
In the abstract framework we consider general models that include dissipative effects of the form:
(1.1) ∂tu+
∑
α
∂xαfα(u) =
∑
α
∂xα(εgα(u,∇u)) on Td × (0, T )
where u is the (unknown) vector of conserved quantities, ε > 0 is a small parameter, fα ∈ C2(U,Rn),
α = 1, . . . , d are the components of an advective flux and gα ∈ C2(U × Rd×n,Rn), α = 1, . . . , d are the
components of a diffusive flux. Moreover, the so-called state space U ⊂ Rn is an open set; T > 0 is some
finite time and Td denotes the d-dimensional flat torus.
We are interested in the case of ε being very small, so that on large parts of the computational domain
the inviscid model
(1.2) ∂tu+
∑
α
∂xαfα(u) = 0 on T
d × (0, T )
is a reasonable approximation of (1.1), for which, numerical methods are computationally cheaper.
We will show later how the NSF equations fit into the framework (1.1) and that the Euler equations have
the form (1.2). Indeed, we will present our analysis first for a scalar model problem, where we are able
to derive fully computable a posteriori estimators. After treating the scalar case we advance to pairs of
models (1.2) and (1.1), which also exist in applications beyond compressible fluid flows, for example traffic
modelling.
We will assume throughout this work that (1.1) and (1.2) are endowed with an (identical) convex en-
tropy/entropy flux pair. This assumption is true for the Euler and NSF model hierarchy, and expresses that
both models are compatible with the second law of thermodynamics. For the scalar model problem it is
trivially satisfied.
This entropy pair gives rise to a stability framework via the so-called relative entropy, which we will
exploit in this work. The relative entropy framework for the NSF equations has received a lot of interest in
recent years, e.g., [FJN12, LT13]. It enables us to study modelling errors for inviscid approximations of
viscous, compressible flows in an a posteriori fashion. In the case n = 1 and general d, which is the scalar
case, we are able to prove rigorous a posteriori estimates. All constants are explicitly computable and we
call such quantities estimators. When n > 1 a non-computable constant appears in the argument which we
were not able to circumvent. The resultant a posteriori bounds are called indicators in the sequel. Based on
this a posteriori estimator/indicator we construct a model adaptive algorithm which we have implemented
for model problems.
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There are many applications, e.g., aeroacoustics [USDM06], where it would be desirable to consider the
pair of models consisting of NSF and the linearised Euler equations for computational efficiency. We are
currently unable to deal with this setting since our analysis relies heavily on (1.1) and (1.2) having the same
entropy functional, while the linearised Euler system has a different entropy.
A posteriori analysis is always based on the stability framework of the underlying problem. For the class of
problems considered here we make use of the relative entropy framework which requires that (at least) one of
the solutions is Lipschitz continuous in space. In principle, the model adaptation idea is independent of the
numerical discretisations of both models, but for most approximation schemes for compressible fluid flows
(finite volumes, discontinuous Galerkin) the discrete solution itself is not smooth enough to be used in the
relative entropy stability analysis. Thus, our a posteriori argument requires a reconstruction approach. We
will describe this reconstruction in detail for dG schemes. Note that, in principle, our a posteriori analysis
gives rise to a modelling error indicator in a wide variety of numerical schemes. The bound relies heavily
on a computable, Lipschitz continuous approximation of the exact solution, but it does not matter whether
this results from a continuous finite element scheme of Taylor-Hood type, for example, or a reconstruction
of a finite volume or dG solution.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In §2 we present the general framework of designing a posteriori
estimators based on the study of the abstract equations (1.1)–(1.2) in the scalar case. In §3 we establish
some structural properties of the INS and NSF systems regarding the compatibility of their diffusion terms
with their relative entropies. In §4 we describe how the relative entropy framework can be extended to those
generic pairs of systems of the form (1.1) and (1.2) that satisfy the structural properties that we established
for the specific example of the NSF/Euler problem in §3. In §5 we give an overview of the reconstruction
approach presented in [GMP15, DG15]. We also take the opportunity to extend the operators to 2 spatial
dimensions for use in numerical experiments presented. Finally, we conclude the presentation with §6 where
we summarise extensive numerical experiments aimed at testing the performance of the indicator as a basis
for model adaptation.
2. Estimating the modeling error for generic reconstructions - the scalar case
Our goal in this section is to show how the entropic structure can be used to obtain estimates for the
difference between a (sufficiently regular) solution to (1.1) and the solution vh of a numerical scheme which
is a discretisation of (1.2) on part of the (space-time) domain and of (1.1) everywhere else. We will pay
particular attention to the model adaptation error, i.e., the part of the error which is due to approximating
not (1.1) but (1.2) on part of the domain. In this section we present the arguments in the scalar case, as in
this case all arguments can be given in a tangible way, see §2.2.
2.1. Relative Entropy. Before treating the scalar case we will review the classical concept of entropy/entropy
flux pair which will be used in this Section and in §4. We will show how it can be employed in the relative
entropy stability framework. We will also show explicitly that the relative entropy in the NSF model satisfies
the conditions which are necessary for our analysis. Throughout this exposition we will use d to denote the
spatial dimension of the problem and n as the number of equations in the system.
Definition 2.1 (Entropy pair). We call a tuple (η,q) ∈ C1(U,R) × C1(U,Rd) an entropy pair to (1.1)
provided the following compatibility conditions are satisfied:
(2.1) DηDfα = Dqα for α = 1, . . . , d
and
(2.2) ∂xα(Dη(y)) : gα(y,∇y) ≥ 0 for any y ∈ C1(Td, U) and α = 1, . . . , d
where D denotes the Jacobian of functions defined on U (the state space). We call an entropy pair strictly
convex if η is strictly convex.
Remark 2.2 (Entropy equality). Note that every solution u ∈ H1(Td × (0, T ), U) of (1.1) satisfies the
additional companion balance law
∂tη(u) +
∑
α
∂xα
(
qα(u)− εgα(u,∇u)Dη(u)
)
= −ε
∑
α
gα(u,∇u)∂xαDη(u).
We refer to
∑
α gα(u,∇u)∂xαDη(u) as entropy dissipation.
Remark 2.3 (Entropic structure). We restrict our attention to systems (1.1) which are endowed with at
least one strictly convex entropy pair. Such a convex entropy pair gives rise to a stability theory based
on the relative entropy which we recall in Definition 2.5. We will make the additional assumption that
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η ∈ C3(U,R). While this last assumption is not standard in relative entropy estimates, it does not exclude
any important cases.
Remark 2.4 (Commutation property). Note that the existence of qα means that for each α the vector field
u 7→ Dη(u)Dfα(u) has a potential and, thus, gives rise to the following commutation property:
(2.3) (Dfα)
ᵀD2η = D2ηDfα for α = 1, . . . , d.
Definition 2.5 (Relative entropy). Let (1.1) be endowed with an entropy pair (η, q). Then the relative
entropy and relative entropy flux between the states u,v ∈ U are defined by
η(u|v) := η(u)− η(v)−Dη(v)(u− v)
q(u|v) := q(u)− q(v)−Dη(v)(f(u)− f(v)).(2.4)
Hypothesis 2.6 (Existence of reconstruction). In the remainder of this section we will assume existence of
a reconstruction v̂ of a numerical solution vh which weakly solves
(2.5) ∂tv̂ + div f(v̂) = div(ε̂g(v̂,∇v̂)) +RH +RP
with explicitly computable residuals RH ,RP and ε̂ : Td × [0, T ] → [0, ε] being a function which is a conse-
quence of the model adaptation procedure and determines in which part of the space-time domain which
model is discretised. We assume that the residual can be split into a part denoted RH ∈ L2(Td× (0, T ),Rn)
and a part proportional to ε̂, denoted RP , which is an element of L2(0, T ; H
−1(Td,Rn)).
We also assume that an explicitly computable bound for |v̂ − vh| is available.
Remark 2.7 (Model interpolation function). Our theory is applicable for arbitrary non-negative functions
ε̂ ∈ L∞(Td × (0, T )). In our numerical experiments, in §6, we use a function ε̂ only taking values in {0, ε}
and which is piecewise constant within computational cells and time-steps in order to avoid introducing cells
in which we have an intermediate model. However, other choices are possible, and continuous choices for ε̂
will be explored in a later work.
Remark 2.8 (Reconstructions). We present some reconstructions in §5 and point out that different choices
of reconstructions will lead to different behaviours of the residuals RH ,RP with respect to the mesh width
h. However, our main interest in the work at hand is a rigorous estimation of the modelling error, and not
the derivation of optimal order discretisation error estimates, which is a challenging task.
Throughout this paper we will make the following assumption on the exact solution.
Hypothesis 2.9 (Values in a compact set). We assume that we have a priori knowledge of a pair (T,O),
where T > 0 and O ⊂ U is compact and convex, such that the exact solution u of (1.1) takes values in O
up to time T, i.e.,
u(x, t) ∈ O ∀ (x, t) ∈ Td × [0, T ].
2.2. A posteriori analysis of the scalar case. In the scalar setting, i.e., n = 1, we restrict ourselves to
the “complex” model being given by
(2.6) ∂tu+ div(f(u)) = div(ε∇u)
and the simple model by
(2.7) ∂tu+ div(f(u)) = 0.
Therefore, our model adaptive algorithm can be viewed as a numerical discretisation of
(2.8) ∂tu+ div(f(u)) = div(ε̂∇u)
with a space and time dependent function ε̂ taking values in [0, ε]. The spatial distribution of ε̂ determines
which model is solved on which part of the domain. The reconstruction v̂ of the numerical solution is a
Lipschitz continuous weak solution to the perturbed problem
(2.9) ∂tv̂ + div(f(v̂)) = div(ε̂∇v̂) +RH +RP ,
where ε̂ is a space dependent function with values in [0, ε], RH is the “hyperbolic” part of the discretisation
residual which is in L2(Td × (0, T ),Rn), and RP is the “parabolic” part of the discretisation residual. Note
that RP is not in L2(Td × (0, T ),Rn) but in L2(0, T ; H−1(Td,Rn)) and that ‖RP ‖L2(H−1) is proportional
to ε̂. See Hypothesis 2.6 for our general assumption and (5.16) for such a splitting in case of a specific
reconstruction.
In what follows we will use the relative entropy stability framework to derive a bound for the difference
between the solution u of (2.6) and the reconstruction v̂ of the numerical solution. In the scalar case every
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strictly convex η ∈ C2(U,R) is an entropy for (2.6), because to each such η a consistent entropy flux may
be defined by
(2.10) qα(u) :=
∫ u
η′(v)f ′α(v) dv for α = 1, . . . , d
and the compatibility with the diffusive term boils down to
(2.11) −(∂xαy)η′′(y)(∂xαy) ≤ 0 for all y ∈ C1(U,R) and α = 1, . . . , d,
which is satisfied as a consequence of the convexity of η.
We choose η(u) = 12u
2 as this simplifies the subsequent calculations. In particular,
η(u|v) = 1
2
(u− v)2
for all u, v ∈ U.
Remark 2.10 (Stability framework). Note that in the scalar case we might also use Kruzhkov’s L1 stability
framework [Kru70] instead of the relative entropy. However, the exposition at hand is supposed to serve as
a blueprint for what we are going to do for systems in §4.
Remark 2.11 (Bounds on flux). Due to the regularity of f and the compactness of O there exists a constant
0 < Cf <∞ such that
(2.12)
∣∣f ′′(u)∣∣ ≤ Cf ∀u ∈ O,
where |·| is the Euclidean norm for vectors. Note that Cf can be explicitly computed from O and f .
The main result of this Section is then the following Theorem:
Theorem 2.12 (A posteriori modelling error control). Let u ∈ H1(Td× (0, T ),R) be a solution to (2.6) and
let v̂ ∈W1,∞(Td× (0, T ),R) solve (2.9). Then, for almost all t ∈ (0, T ) the following bound for the difference
between u and v̂ holds:
(2.13) ‖u(·, t)− v̂(·, t)‖2L2(Td) +
∫ t
0
ε |u(·, s)− v̂(·, s)|2H1(Td) ds
≤
(
‖u(·, 0)− v̂(·, 0)‖2L2(Td) + EM + ED
)
exp
Ä
(‖∇v̂‖L∞(Td×(0,t))Cf + 1)t
ä
,
with
EM :=
∥∥∥(ε− ε̂)1/2∇v̂∥∥∥2
L2(Td×(0,t))
,
ED := ‖RH‖2L2(Td×(0,t)) +
1
ε
‖RP ‖2L2(0,t;H−1(Td)) .
(2.14)
Remark 2.13 (Dependence of the estimator on ε.). We expect that the modelling residual part of the
estimator in (2.13), EM , becomes small in large parts of the computational domain in case ε is sufficiently
small, even if ε̂ vanishes everywhere. This means that (1.2) is a reasonable approximation of (1.1). It
should be noted that ‖RP ‖L2(0,t;H−1(Td)) ∼ O(ε) (as ε̂ only takes the values 0 and ε), therefore we expect
1
ε ‖RP ‖2L2(0,t;H−1(Td)) ∼ O(ε).
Proof of Theorem 2.12. Testing (2.6) and (2.9) with (u− v̂) and subtracting both equations we obtain
(2.15)
∫
Td
1
2
∂t((u− v̂)2)−∇v̂
Ä
f(u)− f(v̂)− f ′(v̂)(u− v̂)
ä
+ ε|∇(u− v̂)|2
=
∫
Td
(ε̂− ε)∇v̂ · ∇(u− v̂) +RH(u− v̂) +RP (u− v̂),
where we have used that Td has no boundary and
(2.16) div(q(u|v̂))−∇v̂
Ä
f(u)− f(v̂)− f ′(v̂)(u− v̂)
ä
= div(f(u)− f(v̂))(u− v̂).
Applying Young’s inequality in (2.15) we obtain
(2.17) dt
Å
1
2
‖u− v̂‖2L2(Td)
ã
+ ε |(u− v̂)|2H1(Td)
≤
∥∥∥(ε− ε̂)1/2∇v̂∥∥∥2
L2(Td)
+
ε
4
|u− v̂|2H1(Td) + ‖RH‖2L2(Td) + ‖u− v̂‖2L2(Td)
+
1
ε
‖RP ‖2H−1(Td) +
ε
4
|u− v̂|2H1(Td) + |v̂|W1,∞(Td)Cf ‖u− v̂‖2L2(Td) .
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Several terms in (2.17) cancel each other and we obtain
(2.18) dt
Å
1
2
‖u− v̂‖2L2(Td)
ã
+
ε
2
|(u− v̂)|2H1(Td)
≤
∥∥∥(ε− ε̂)1/2∇v̂∥∥∥2
L2(Td)
+ ‖RH‖2L2(Td)
+
1
ε
‖RP ‖2H−1(Td) + (|v̂|W1,∞(Td)Cf + 1) ‖u− v̂‖2L2(Td) .
Integrating (2.18) in time implies the assertion of the theorem. 
3. Some structural properties of isothermal Navier-Stokes and Navier-Stokes-Fourier
equations
As pointed out before we are mainly interested in model adaptation between isothermal Navier-Stokes
(INS) and isothermal Euler and between Navier-Stokes-Fourier (NSF) and Euler. Still, we will derive the
a posteriori error estimates on an abstract level. These abstract arguments rely, in particular, on some
structural properties which are satisfied by the systems mentioned above. In addition to existence of a
convex entropy pair we need certain compatibility properties between the relative entropy and diffusive
fluxes g as well as the parabolic part of the residual RP . The purpose of this section is to state those
properties explicitly and to verify that they are satisfied for INS and NSF.
Let us begin by introducing the INS and NSF systems. Note that in this Section the notation differs
from that in the rest of the paper so that the physical quantities under consideration are denoted as is
standard in the fluid mechanics literature. The isothermal Navier-Stokes system (INS), where we replace
the Navier-Stokes stress by ∇v for simplicity, reads:
∂tρ+ div(ρv) = 0
∂t(ρv) + div(ρv ⊗ v) +∇(p(ρ)) = div(µ∇v)(3.1)
where ρ denotes density, v denotes velocity and p = p(ρ) is the pressure, given by a constitutive relation as
a monotone function of density, and µ ≥ 0 is the viscosity parameter.
In this case the simple model are the isothermal Euler equations which are obtained from (3.1) by setting
µ = 0. For these models the vector of conserved quantities is u = (ρ, ρv)ᵀ and the mathematical entropy is
given by
η(ρ, ρv) = W (ρ) +
|ρv|2
2ρ
,
where Helmholtz energy W and pressure p are related by the Gibbs-Duhem relation
p′(ρ) = ρW ′′(ρ).
The Navier-Stokes-Fourier (NSF) equations for an ideal gas, where we again replace the Navier-Stokes
stress by ∇v, differ from the INS equations by also containing a conservation law for the energy:
∂tρ+ div(ρv) = 0
∂t(ρv) + div(ρv ⊗ v) +∇(p(ρ, )) = div(µ∇v)
∂te+ div((e+ p)v) = div(µ(∇v) · v + κ∇T ),
(3.2)
where we understand (∇v) ·v by ((∇v) ·v)α = ∑β vβ∂xαvβ. The variables and parameters which appear in
(3.2) and did not appear before are the temperature T, the specific inner energy , and the heat conductivity
κ > 0. In an ideal gas it holds
e = ρ+
1
2
ρ|v|2,
p = (γ − 1)ρ = ρRT,
(3.3)
where R is the specific gas constant and γ is the adiabatic coefficient. For air it holds R = 287 and γ = 1.4.
In this case the simple model are the Euler equations which are obtained from (3.2) by setting µ, κ = 0. The
vector of conserved quantities is u = (ρ, ρv, e)ᵀ and the (mathematical) entropy is given by
η(u) = −ρ ln
Å
p
ργ
ã
.
We will impose in both cases that the state space O enforces positive densities.
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Let us now state the compatibility conditions:
Definition 3.1 (Relative entropy compatible). We call a system (1.1) and a subspace V ⊂ Rn relative
entropy compatible provided there exists a computable function D : U × Rn×d × U × Rn×d → [0,∞) and a
computable constant k > 0 such that for all w, ‹w ∈ W1,∞(Td) taking values in O and all R ∈ H−1(Td),
taking values in V , the following holds
(3.4)
∑
α
(gα(w,∇w)− gα(‹w,∇‹w)) : ∂xα(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w))
≥ 1
k
D(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w)− k(|w|2W1,∞ + |‹w|2W1,∞)η(w|‹w)
and
(3.5) |∇(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w)) · g(‹w,∇‹w)|
≤ k2(|w|2W1,∞ + |‹w|2W1,∞ + 1)η(w|‹w) + 12kD(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w) + k2∑α gα(‹w,∇‹w)∂xαDη(‹w)
and
(3.6)
∫
Td
R(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w))
≤ k ‖R‖H−1(Td)
Ç
(|w|W1,∞ + |‹w|W1,∞ + 1)( ∫
Td
η(w|‹w)) 12 + ( ∫
Td
D(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w)) 12å .
The reason for introducing the space V in (3.6) is that for any reasonable discretisation of the isothermal
Navier-Stokes equations there is no parabolic residual in the mass conservation equation. The same is true
for Navier-Stokes-Fourier.
We will now verify the relative entropy compatibility for the INS system.
Lemma 3.2. The isothermal Navier-Stokes equations (3.1) and the space V = {0}×Rd are relative entropy
compatible.
Proof. For the isothermal Navier-Stokes equations (3.1) the diffusive fluxes are given by
(3.7) gα = (0, ∂xαv)
ᵀ
so that in the inequalities in Definition 3.1 the derivative ∂η∂ρ does not enter. We compute
(3.8)
∂η
∂(ρv)
=
ρv
ρ
= v.
Thus, in this case entropy dissipation is given by
µ
∑
α
gα(w,∇w)∂xαDη(w) = µ |∇v|2 ,
where | · | denotes the Frobenius norm and w = (ρ, ρv)ᵀ. With ‹w = (ρ˜, ρ˜v˜)ᵀ we define
(3.9) D(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w) := |∇v −∇v˜|2 .
Let us now verify that there exists a constant k such that the inequalities from Definition 3.1 are valid.
Making use of the identities (3.7) and (3.8) we obtain
(3.10) (g(w,∇w)− g(‹w,∇‹w)) : ∇(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w)) = (∇v −∇v˜) : (∇v −∇v˜) = D(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w),
so that (3.4) is satisfied for any k ≥ 1. Now, again using (3.7) and (3.8), we find for any k ≥ 1
(3.11) |∇(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w)) · g(‹w,∇‹w)| = |∇(v − v˜) : ∇v˜|
≤ 1
2k
|∇(v − v˜)|2 + k |∇v˜|2 = 1
2k
D(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w) + k∑
α
gα(‹w,∇‹w)∂xαDη(‹w),
i.e., (3.5) is satisfied for any k ≥ 1.
For any R ∈ H−1(Td), with values in {0} × Rd, we have
(3.12)
∫
Td
R(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w)) ≤ ‖R‖H−1 ‖v − v˜‖H1
≤ ‖R‖H−1
Ç
k ‖w − ‹w‖L2 + ( ∫
Td
D(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w)) 12å
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which shows that (3.6) is satisfied with a constant k depending only on O. 
Next, we show relative entropy compatibility for the NSF system. This system contains two parameters
µ, κ scaling different dissipative mechanisms. We will identify µ with the small parameter in (1.1) and keep
the ratio κµ , which we will treat as a constant, of order 1.
Lemma 3.3. The Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations for an ideal gas (3.2) and the space V = {0} × Rd × R
are relative entropy compatible.
Proof. For NSF the diffusive flux is gα = (0, ∂xαv,v · ∂xαv + κµ∂xαT )ᵀ. Therefore, the derivative ∂η∂ρ does
not enter the inequalities in Definition 3.1 and it is sufficient to compute
(3.13)
∂η
∂(ρv)
=
γ − 1
R
v
T
;
∂η
∂e
= −γ − 1
R
1
T
for understanding relations in Definition 3.1. From equation (3.13) we may compute entropy dissipation:
(3.14) µ
∑
α
gα(u,∇u)∂xαDη(u) =
γ − 1
R
µ
T
|∇v|2 + κγ − 1
R
|∇T |2
T 2
and we define
(3.15) D(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w) := 1‹T |∇v −∇v˜|2 + κµ ∣∣∣∇T −∇‹T ∣∣∣2‹T 2 .
Note that D(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w) is not symmetric in w and ‹w. Let us now determine a constant k such that
the conditions from Definition 3.1 are valid. By inserting the definitions of g and η into the left hand side
of (3.4) we obtain
(3.16) (g(w,∇w)− g(‹w,∇‹w)) : ∇(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w))
=
γ − 1
R
[
∇
Å
v
T
− v˜
T
ã
: ∇(v − v˜)−∇
Å
1
T
− 1‹T ã (∇v · v −∇v˜ · v˜)
− κ
µ
∇
Å
1
T
− 1‹T ã∇(T − ‹T )].
After a lengthy but straightforward computation we arrive at
(3.17)
R
γ − 1(g(w,∇w)− g(‹w,∇‹w)) : ∇(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w))
=
1‹T |∇(v − v˜)|2 − ∇‹T‹T 2 (∇v −∇v˜)(v − v˜)
+
Å
1
T
− 1‹T ã∇v : ∇(v − v˜)−Å 1T 2 − 1‹T 2ã∇T∇v˜(v − v˜)
+
∇(T − ‹T )‹T 2 ∇v˜(v − v˜) + κµ ∣∣∣∇(T − ‹T )∣∣∣2‹T 2 + κµÅ 1T 2 − 1‹T 2ã∇T∇(T − ‹T ).
Note that the two summands of D both appear on the right hand side of (3.17). Applying Young’s inequality
to the other terms on the right hand side of (3.17) shows that (3.4) is true for some k only depending on O.
By inserting the particular forms of g and η for NSF into the left hand side of (3.5) we obtain
(3.18)
R
γ − 1 |∇(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w)) · g(‹w,∇‹w)|
≤ ∇
Å
v
T
− v˜
T
ã
∇v˜ −∇
Å
1
T
− 1‹T ã∇v˜ · v˜ − κµ∇Å 1T − 1‹T ã∇‹T .
We may rewrite this as
(3.19)
R
γ − 1 |∇(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w)) · g(‹w,∇‹w)|
≤ ∇v −∇v˜
T
: ∇v˜ − ∇T
T 2
∇v˜(v − v˜) +
Å
1
T
− 1‹T ã∇v˜ : ∇v˜
+
κ
µ
1‹T 2∇(T − ‹T ) · ∇‹T + κµÅ 1T 2 − 1‹T 2ã∇T · ∇‹T .
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Using Young’s inequality we may infer from (3.19) that (3.5) is true for some k only depending on O.
Finally, for any R taking values in {0} × Rd+1 we have
(3.20)
R
γ − 1
∫
Td
R(Dη(w)−Dη(‹w)) ≤ ‖R‖H−1Å∥∥∥∥vT − v˜‹T ∥∥∥∥H1 + ∥∥∥∥ 1T − 1‹T ∥∥∥∥H1ã
≤ ‖R‖H−1
Ç
C(|w|W1,∞ + |‹w|W1,∞ + 1) ‖w − ‹w‖L2 + ( ∫
Td
D(w,∇w, ‹w,∇‹w)) 12å
which shows that (3.6) is satisfied with a constant k depending only on O. 
4. Estimating the modeling error for generic reconstructions - the systems case
In this section we set up a more abstract framework allowing for the analysis of systems of equations.
This framework relies of the relative entropy compatibility, Definition 3.1. For clarity of exposition we do
not explicitly track the constants, rather denote a generic constant C which may depend on O,f , g, η but
is independent of mesh size, solution and ε. Robustness of the estimates in ε is of particular importance
since we are particularly interested in the case of small ε.
As in §2 we assume Hypothesis 2.9 which gives rise to the following bounds:
Remark 4.1 (Bounds on flux and entropy). Due to the regularity of f and η, and the compactness of O
there are constants 0 < Cf <∞ and 0 < Cη < Cη <∞ such that
(4.1)
∣∣∣vᵀD2f(u)v∣∣∣ ≤ Cf |v|2 , Cη |v|2 ≤ vᵀD2η(u)v ≤ Cη |v|2 ∀ v ∈ Rn,u ∈ O,
and
(4.2)
∣∣∣D3η(u)∣∣∣ ≤ Cη ∀ u ∈ O,
where |·| is the Euclidean norm for vectors in (4.1) and a Frobenius norm for 3-tensors in (4.2). Note that
Cf , Cη and Cη can be explicitly computed from O, f and η.
Now we are in position to state the main result of this section
Theorem 4.2 (A posteriori modelling error control). Let u ∈W1,∞(Td × (0, T ),Rn) be a weak solution to
(1.1). Let v̂ ∈ W1,∞(Td × (0, T ),Rn) weakly solve (2.5), with RP taking values in some subspace V ⊂ Rn.
Let (1.1) be endowed with a strictly convex entropy pair, and let (1.1) and V be relative entropy compatible.
Let u and v̂ only take values in O. Then, the following a posteriori error estimate holds:
(4.3) ‖u(·, t)− v̂(·, t)‖2L2(Td) +
∫
Td×(0,t)
ε
4k
D(u,∇u, v̂,∇v̂)
≤ C
Ä
‖u(·, 0)− v̂(·, 0)‖2L2(Td) + ED + EM
ä
× exp
Ä
C(‖u‖2W1,∞ + ‖v̂‖2W1,∞ + 1)t
ä
with C, k being constants depending on (O,f , g, η) and
EM := ‖ε̂g(v̂,∇v̂)‖2L2(Td×(0,t)) +
∫
Td×(0,t)
(ε− ε̂)k2
∑
α
gα(v̂,∇v̂)∂xαDη(v̂),
ED :=
k2
ε
‖RP ‖2L2(0,t;H−1(Td)) + ‖RH‖
2
L2(Td×(0,t)) .
(4.4)
Remark 4.3 (Energy dissipation degeneracy). It should be noted that the estimate in Theorem 4.2 contains
certain assumptions, i.e., u ∈ W1,∞, which are not verifiable in an a posteriori fashion. In particular, we
assume more regularity than can be expected for solutions of systems of the form (1.1); see [FNS11, FJN12]
for existence results for systems of this type. However, the weak solutions defined in those references are not
unique and only weak-strong uniqueness results are available, cf. [FJN12]. Thus, convergent a posteriori
error estimators can only be expected in case the problem (1.1) has a more regular solution than is guaranteed
analytically. Note that the corresponding term, i.e., ‖u‖W1,∞ does not appear in the scalar case and is a
consequence of the dissipation only being present in momentum and energy conservation laws but not in
the mass conservation equation. This leads to a form of degeneracy of the energy dissipation governing the
underlying system.
In addition, the presence of ‖u‖W1,∞ on the right hand side of (4.3) makes it impossible to compute this
quantity a posteriori without knowledge of the exact solution. Practically, we expect ‖u‖W1,∞ to be smaller
than ‖v̂‖W1,∞ since v̂ results from a system with less dissipation, but to the best of our knowledge there is
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no guarantee that this is the case. For practical computations we believe that ED,EM are good indicators
for discretisation and modelling errors, respectively.
Remark 4.4 (Structure of the estimator). Note that the first factor in the right hand side of (4.3) consists
of three parts. The first part is the error in the discretisation and reconstruction of the initial data. The
second part ED is due to the residuals caused by the discretisation error. The third part EM consists of
residuals caused by the model approximation error.
Remark 4.5 (Structure of modelling error residual). Recall that we are interested in the case of ε being
(very) small. In this case the term∫
Td×(0,t)
(ε− ε̂)k2
∑
α
gα(v̂,∇v̂)∂xαDη(v̂)
is the dominating part in the modelling error residual EM and, thus, letting ε̂ be ε in larger parts of the
domain will usually reduce the modelling error residual.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We test (1.1) by Dη(u) − Dη(v̂) and (2.5) by D2η(u)(u − v̂) and subtract both
equations. By rearranging terms and using (2.3) we obtain
(4.5)
∫
Td
∂tη(u|v̂) +
∑
α
∂xαqα(u|v̂) + ε(g(u,∇u)− g(v̂,∇v̂)) : ∇(Dη(u)−Dη(v̂)) = E1 + E2 + E3,
with
E1 :=
∫
Td
ε̂g(v̂,∇v̂) : ∇(D2η(v̂)(u− v̂))− εg(v̂,∇v̂) : ∇(Dη(u)−Dη(v̂)),
E2 := −
∫
Td
∑
α
∂xα v̂D
2η(v̂)(fα(u)− fα(v̂)−Dfα(v̂)(u− v̂)),
E3 :=
∫
Td
(RH +RP )D
2η(v̂)(u− v̂).
(4.6)
As Td does not have a boundary and because of (3.4) we obtain
(4.7)
∫
Td
∂tη(u|v̂) + ε
k
D(u,∇u, v̂,∇v̂) ≤ E1 + E2 + E3 + εk(|u|2W1,∞ + |v̂|2W1,∞)
∫
Td
η(u|v̂).
We are now going to derive estimates for the terms E1, E2, E3 on the right hand side of (4.7). We may
rewrite E1 as
(4.8) E1 = E11 + E12
with
(4.9) |E11| :=
∣∣∣∣∫
Td
ε̂g(v̂,∇v̂) : ∇(D2η(v̂)(u− v̂)−Dη(u) + Dη(v̂))
∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖ε̂g(v̂,∇v̂)‖2L2 + Cη(‖u‖2W1,∞ + ‖v̂‖2W1,∞) ‖u− v̂‖2L2 ,
where we used (4.2) and
(4.10) E12 := −
∫
Td
(ε− ε̂)g(v̂,∇v̂) : ∇(Dη(u)−Dη(v̂)).
Using (3.5) we find
(4.11) |E12| ≤ εk2(|u|2W1,∞ + |v̂|2W1,∞ + 1)η(u|v̂)
+
ε
2k
D(u,∇u, v̂,∇v̂) + (ε− ε̂)k2
∑
α
gα(v̂,∇v̂)∂xαDη(v̂).
Concerning E2 we note
(4.12) |E2| ≤ CηCf |v̂|W1,∞ ‖u− v̂‖2L2 .
We decompose E3 into two terms
(4.13) E3 =
∫
Td
RHD
2η(v̂)(u− v̂) +RPD2η(v̂)(u− v̂) =: E31 + E32.
We have
(4.14) |E31| ≤ ‖RH‖2L2 + C2η ‖u− v̂‖2L2 .
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We rewrite E32 as
(4.15) E32 =
∫
Td
RP
Ä
−Dη(u) + Dη(v̂) + D2η(v̂)(u− v̂)
ä
+RP (Dη(u)−Dη(v̂))
such that we get the following estimate
(4.16) |E32| ≤ ‖RP ‖H−1(Td)
∥∥∥Dη(u)−Dη(v̂)−D2η(v̂)(u− v̂)∥∥∥
H1(Td)
+ k ‖RP ‖H−1(Td)
Ç
(|u|W1,∞ + |v̂|W1,∞ + 1) ‖u− v̂‖L2(Td) +
( ∫
Td
D(u,∇u, v̂,∇v̂)
) 1
2
å
due to (3.6). We have
(4.17)
∥∥∥Dη(u)−Dη(v̂)−D2η(v̂)(u− v̂)∥∥∥
H1
≤ Cη(‖u‖W1,∞ + ‖v̂‖W1,∞) ‖u− v̂‖L2 ,
such that (4.16) becomes
(4.18) |E32| ≤ k
2
ε
‖RP ‖2H−1 + 2εC2η(‖u‖2W1,∞ + ‖v̂‖2W1,∞ + 1) ‖u− v̂‖2L2 +
ε
4k
∫
Td
D(u,∇u, v̂,∇v̂).
Combining (4.14) and (4.18) we obtain
(4.19) |E3| ≤ k
2
ε
‖RP ‖2H−1 + 2C2η(ε ‖u‖2W1,∞ + ε ‖v̂‖2W1,∞ + 2) ‖u− v̂‖2L2
+ ‖RH‖2L2 +
ε
4k
∫
Td
D(u,∇u, v̂,∇v̂).
Upon inserting (4.9), (4.11), (4.12) and (4.19) into (4.7) we obtain for ε < 1
(4.20)
∫
Td
∂tη(u|v̂) + ε
4k
D(u,∇u, v̂,∇v̂)
≤ ‖ε̂g(v̂,∇v̂)‖2L2 + C(|u|2W1,∞ + |v̂|2W1,∞ + 1)
∫
Td
η(u|v̂)
+ (ε− ε̂)k2
∑
α
gα(v̂,∇v̂)∂xαDη(v̂) +
k2
ε
‖RP ‖2H−1 + ‖RH‖2L2
where we have used that ‖u− v̂‖2L2 is bounded in terms of the relative entropy. Using Gronwall’s Lemma
we obtain
(4.21) ‖u(·, t)− v̂(·, t)‖2L2(Td) +
ε
4k
∫
Td×(0,t)
D(u,∇u, v̂,∇v̂) ds
≤ Cη
Ä
‖u(·, 0)− v̂(·, 0)‖2L2(Td) + ED + EM
ä
× exp
Ä
C(|u|2W1,∞ + |v̂|2W1,∞ + 1)t
ä
with ED,EM defined in (4.4). 
5. Reconstructions
In §2 and §4 we have assumed existence of reconstructions of numerical solutions whose residuals are
computable, see Hypothesis 2.6. We have also assumed a certain regularity of these reconstructions. In this
Section we will describe one way to obtain such reconstructions for semi-(spatially)-discrete dG schemes.
In previous works reconstructions for dG schemes have been mainly used for deriving a posteriori bounds
of discretisation errors [DG15, GMP15, GHM14, c.f.] for hyperbolic problems. In these works the main
idea is to compare the numerical solution vh and the exact solution u not directly, but to introduce an
intermediate quantity, the reconstruction v̂ of the numerical solution. This reconstruction must have two
crucial properties:
• Explicit a posteriori bounds for the difference ‖v̂ − vh‖X for some appropriateX need to be available
and,
• The reconstruction v̂ needs to be globally smooth enough to apply the appropriate stability theory
of the underlying PDE.
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These two properties allow the derivation of an a posteriori bound for the difference ‖u− vh‖X .
In the sequel we will provide a methodology for the explicit computation of v̂ only from the numerical
solution vh. This means trivially that the difference ‖v̂ − vh‖X can be controlled explicitly.
From §2 and §4 the stability theory we advocate is that of relative entropy and we have extended the
classical approach such that not only discretisation but also modelling errors are accounted for. Note also
that for our results from §2 and §4 to be applicable we require v̂ ∈W1,∞(Td × [0, T ]).
In this Section we describe how to obtain reconstructions v̂ of numerical solutions vh which are obtained
by solving (1.1) on part of the space-time domain and (1.2) on the rest of the space-time domain. For
brevity we will focus on numerical solutions obtained by semi-(spatially)-discrete dG schemes, which are a
frequently used tool for the numerical simulation of models of the forms (1.1) and (1.2) alike. We will view
vh as a discretisation of the “intermediate” problem
(5.1) ∂tv + div f(v) = div(ε̂g(v,∇v))
where ε̂ is the model adaptation function, which will be chosen as part of the numerical method.
Remark 5.1 (Alternative types of reconstruction). If (1.1) was a parabolic problem, this would be a quite
strong argument in favour of using elliptic reconstruction, see [MN03], but this would make the residuals
scale with 1ε . Recall that we are interested in the case of ε being small. As important examples, e.g., the
Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations, are not parabolic we will describe a reconstruction approach here which
was developed for semi-discrete dG schemes for hyperbolic problems in one space dimension in [GMP15].
An extension to fully discrete methods can be found in [DG15].
Note that we state reconstructions in this paper to keep it self contained and to describe how we pro-
ceed in our numerical experiments in §6. It is, however, beyond the scope of this work to derive optimal
reconstructions for (1.1), (1.2). For all of these problems the derivation of optimal reconstructions of the
numerical solution is a problem in its own right. Note that in this framework optimality of a reconstruction
means that the error estimator, which is obtained based on this reconstruction, is of the same order as the
(true) error of the numerical scheme.
We will first outline the reconstructions for (1.2) in one space dimension, proposed in [GMP15], and
investigate in which sense they lead to reconstructions of numerical solutions to (1.1) or (5.1). Afterwards
we describe how the reconstruction approach can be extended to dG methods on Cartesian meshes in
two space dimensions. We choose Cartesian meshes because they lend themselves to an extension of the
approach from [GMP15]. We are not able to show the optimality of RH in this case, though. Finding
suitable (optimal) reconstructions for non-linear hyperbolic systems on unstructured meshes is the topic of
ongoing research.
5.1. A reconstruction approach for dG approximations of hyperbolic conservation laws. In
this section we recall a reconstruction approach for semi-(spatially)-discrete dG schemes for systems of
hyperbolic conservation laws (1.2) complemented with initial data u(·, 0) = u0 ∈ L∞(T). We consider the
one dimensional case. An extension to fully discrete schemes can be found in [DG15]. Let T be a set of
open intervals such that
(5.2)
⋃
S∈T
S¯ = T (the 1d torus), and for all S1, S2 ∈ T it holds S1 = S2 or S1 ∩ S2 = ∅.
By E we denote the set of interval boundaries.
The space of piecewise polynomial functions of degree q ∈ N is defined by
(5.3) Vq := {w : T→ Rn : w|S ∈ Pq(S,Rn) ∀S ∈ T },
where Pq(S,Rn) denotes the space of polynomials of degree ≤ q on S with values in Rn.
For defining our scheme we also need jump and average operators which require the definition of a broken
Sobolev space:
Definition 5.2 (Broken Sobolev space). The broken Sobolev space H1(T ,Rn) is defined by
(5.4) H1(T ,Rn) := {w : T→ Rn : w|S ∈ H1(S,Rn) ∀S ∈ T }.
Definition 5.3 (Traces, jumps and averages). For any w ∈ H1(T ,Rn) we define
• w± : E → Rn by w±(·) := lims↘0w(· ± s) ,
• { w }: E → Rn by { w }= w−+w+2 ,
• JwK : E → Rn by JwK = w− −w+.
Now we are in position to state the numerical schemes under consideration:
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Definition 5.4 (Numerical scheme for (1.2)). The numerical scheme is to seek vh ∈ C1((0, T ),Vq) such
that:
vh(0) =Pq[u0]∫
T
∂tvh · φ− f(vh) · ∂xφ+
∫
E
F (v−h ,v
+
h ) JφK = 0 for all φ ∈ Vq,(5.5)
where
∫
T is an abbreviation for
∑
S∈T
∫
S ,Pq denotes L2-orthogonal projection into Vq, and F : U×U → Rn
is a numerical flux function. We impose that the numerical flux function satisfies the following condition:
There exist L > 0 and w : U × U → U such that
(5.6) F (u,v) = f(w(u,v)) for all u,v ∈ U,
and
(5.7) |w(u,v)− u|+ |w(u,v)− v| ≤ L |u− v| for all u,v ∈ O.
Remark 5.5 (Conditions on the flux). Note that conditions (5.6) and (5.7) imply the consistency and
local Lipschitz continuity conditions usually imposed on numerical fluxes in the convergence analysis of dG
approximations of hyperbolic conservation laws. The conditions do not make the flux monotone nor do they
ensure stability of (5.5). They do, however, ensure that the right hand side of (5.5) is Lipschitz continuous
and, therefore, (5.5) has unique solutions for small times. Obviously, practical interest is restricted to
numerical fluxes leading to reasonable stability properties of (5.5) at least as long as the exact solution to
(1.2) is Lipschitz continuous. Fluxes of Richtmyer and Lax-Wendroff type lead to stable numerical schemes
(as long as the exact solution is smooth) and satisfy a relaxed version of conditions (5.6) and (5.7). It was
shown in [DG15] that these relaxed conditions (see [DG15, Rem. 3.6]) are sufficient for obtaining optimal a
posteriori error estimates.
Let us now return to the main purpose of this section: the definition of a reconstruction operator. In
addition, we present a reconstruction of the numerical flux which will be used for splitting the residual into
a parabolic and a hyperbolic part, in §5.2. They are based on information from the numerical scheme:
Definition 5.6 (Reconstructions). For each t ∈ [0, T ] we define the flux reconstruction f̂(·, t) ∈ Vq+1
through ∫
T
∂xf̂(·, t) · φ = −
∫
T
f(vh(·, t)) · ∂xφ+
∫
E
F (v−h (·, t),v+h (·, t)) JφK for all φ ∈ Vq
f̂+(·, t) = F (v−h (·, t),v+h (·, t)) on E .
(5.8)
For each t ∈ [0, T ] we define the reconstruction v̂(·, t) ∈ Vq+1 through∫
T
v̂(·, t) ·ψ =
∫
T
vh(·, t) ·ψ for all ψ ∈ Vq−1
v̂±(·, t) = w(v−h (·, t),v+h (·, t)) on E .
(5.9)
Remark 5.7 (Properties of reconstruction). It was shown in [GMP15] that these reconstructions are well-
defined, explicitly and locally computable and Lipschitz continuous in space. Due to the Lipschitz continuity
of w they are also Lipschitz continuous in time. Recall from §2 and §4 that the Lipschitz continuity of v̂ in
space was crucial for our arguments.
Due to the Lipschitz continuity of v̂ the definition of the discretisation residual satisfies
(5.10) R := ∂tv̂ + ∂xf(v̂) ∈ L∞ .
At this point the reader might ask why we have defined f̂ as it is not present in (5.10) and is not needed for
computing the residual R either. We will use f̂ in §5.2 to split the residual into a parabolic and a hyperbolic
part. As a preparation to this end let us note that upon combing (5.5) and (5.8) we obtain
∂tvh + ∂xf̂ = 0
pointwise almost everywhere. Thus, we may split the residual as follows:
R = ∂t(v̂ − vh) + ∂x(f(v̂)− f̂).
This splitting was used in [GMP15] to argue that the residual is of optimal order.
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5.2. A reconstruction approach for dG approximations of hyperbolic/parabolic problems. We
will describe in this Section how the reconstruction methodology described above can be used in case of dG
semi- (spatial) discretisations of (5.1) in one space dimension following the local dG methodology.
Definition 5.8 (Discrete gradients). By ∂−x , ∂+x : H
1(T ,Rm) → Vq we denote discrete gradient operators
defined through
(5.11)
∫
T
∂±x y · φ = −
∫
T
y · ∂xφ+
∫
E
y± JφK for all y,φ ∈ Vq.
Lemma 5.9 (Discrete integration by parts). The operators ∂±x satisfy the following duality property: For
any φ,ψ ∈ Vq it holds ∫
T
φ∂−x ψ = −
∫
T
ψ∂+x φ.
The proof of Lemma 5.9 can be found in [DPE12]. Rewriting (5.1) as
s = ∂xv
∂tv + ∂xf(v) = ∂x(ε̂g(v, s))
(5.12)
motivates the following semi-discrete numerical scheme:
Definition 5.10 (Numerical scheme). The numerical solution (vh, sh) ∈
î
C1((0, T ),Vq)
ó2
is given as the
solution to
vh(0) =Pq[u0]
sh = ∂
−
x vh∫
T
∂tvh · φ− f(vh) · ∂xφ+ ε̂g(vh, sh)∂−x φ+
∫
E
F (v−h ,v
+
h ) JφK = 0 for all φ ∈ Vq.(5.13)
Defining f̂ as in (5.8) allows us to rewrite (5.13)3, using Lemma 5.9, as
(5.14) ∂tvh + ∂xf̂ − ∂+xPq[ε̂g(vh, ∂−x vh)] = 0.
Due to the arguments given in §5.1 the reconstruction v̂ is an element of W1,∞(T× (0, T ),Rn) such that
the following residual makes sense in L2(0, T ; H
−1(T)) :
(5.15) R := ∂tv̂ + ∂xf(v̂)− ∂x(ε̂g(v̂, ∂xv̂)) .
Using (5.14) we may rewrite the residual as
(5.16) R = ∂t(v̂ − vh) + ∂x(f(v̂)− f̂)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:RH
+ ∂+xPq[ε̂g(vh, ∂
−
x vh)]− ∂x(ε̂g(v̂, ∂xv̂))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:RP
,
i.e., we have a decomposition of the residual as assumed in previous Sections, see (2.5) in particular.
5.3. Extension of the reconstruction to 2 space dimensions. In this section we present an exten-
sion of the reconstruction approach described before to semi-(spatially)-discrete dG schemes for systems
of hyperbolic conservation laws (1.2) complemented with initial data v(·, 0) = v0 ∈ L∞(T2) using Carte-
sian meshes in two space dimensions. The extension to Cartesian meshes in more than two dimensions is
straightforward.
We consider a system of hyperbolic conservation laws in two space dimensions
(5.17) ∂tv + ∂x1f1(v) + ∂x2f2(v) = 0,
where f1,2 ∈ C2(U,Rn).
We discretise T2 using partitions
−1 = x0 < x1 < · · · < xN = 1, −1 = y0 < y1 < · · · < yM = 1.
We consider a Cartesian mesh T such that each element satisfies K = [xi, xi+1] × [yj , yj+1] for some
(i, j) ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} × {0, . . . ,M − 1}. For any p, q ∈ N and K ∈ T let
Pq ⊗ Pp(K) := Pq([xi, xi+1])⊗ Pp([yj , yj+1]).
By Vp,q we denote the space of trial and test functions, i.e.,
Vp,q := {Φ : T2 → Rm : Φ|K ∈ (Pp ⊗ Pq(K))m ∀K ∈ T }.
Note that our dG space has a tensorial structure on each element.
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As before E denotes the set of all edges, which can be decomposed into the sets of horizontal and vertical
edges E h,E v, respectively. Let us define the following jump operators: For Φ ∈ H1(T ,Rn) we defineJΦKh : E v → Rn JΦKh (·) := lim
s↘0
Φ(· − se1)− lim
s↘0
Φ(·+ se1)
JΦKv : E h → Rn, JΦKv (·) := lim
s↘0
Φ(· − se2)− lim
s↘0
Φ(·+ se2).
Let F1,2 be numerical flux functions which satisfy conditions (5.6) and (5.7) with functions w1,w2 :
U × U → U, i.e.,
Fi(u,v) = fi(wi(u,v)) for all u,v ∈ U and i = 1, 2.
Then, we consider semi-(spatially)-discrete discontinuous Galerkin schemes given as follows: Search for
vh ∈ C1([0,∞),Vq,q) satisfying
(5.18)
∫
T
∂tvhΦ− f1(v)∂x1Φ− f2(v)∂x2Φ
+
∫
E v
F1(v
−
h ,v
+
h ) JΦKh + ∫
E h
F2(v
−
h ,v
+
h ) JΦKv = 0 ∀Φ ∈ Vq,q.
While we have avoided choosing particular bases of our dG spaces we will do so now as we believe
that it makes the presentation of our reconstruction approach more concise. We choose so-called nodal basis
functions consisting of Lagrange polynomials, see [HW08], and as we use a Cartesian mesh we may use tensor-
products of one-dimensional Lagrange polynomials to this end. We associate the Lagrange polynomials with
Gauss points, as in this way the nodal basis functions form an orthogonal basis of our dG space Vq,q, due
to the exactness properties of Gauss quadrature, see [HGA+12, e.g.]. We will introduce some notation now:
Let {ξ0, . . . , ξq} denote the Gauss points on [−1, 1]. For any element K = [xi, xi+1] × [yj , yj+1] ∈ T let
{ξK,10 , . . . , ξK,1q } and {ξK,20 , . . . , ξK,2q } denote their image under the linear bijections [−1, 1]→ [xi, xi+1] and
[−1, 1]→ [yj , yj+1]. For i = 1, 2 we denote by lK,ij the Lagrange polynomial satisfying lK,ij (ξK,ik ) = δjk.
Definition 5.11 (Flux reconstruction). Let f̂1 ∈ Vq+1,q satisfy
(5.19)
∫
T
(∂x1 f̂1)Φ = −
∫
T
f1(vh)∂x1Φ +
∫
E v
Pq[F1(v
−
h ,v
+
h )] JΦKh ∀Φ ∈ Vq,q,
where Pq denotes L2-orthogonal projection in the space of piece-wise polynomials of degree ≤ q on E v, and
(5.20) f̂1(xi, ξ
K,2
k )
+ := lim
s↘0
f̂1(xi + s, ξ
K,2
k ) =Pq[F1(v
−
h ,v
+
h )](xi, ξ
K,2
k )
for k = 0, . . . , q and all K ∈ T . The definition of f̂2 ∈ Vq,q+1 is analogous.
Remark 5.12 (Regularity of flux reconstruction). Note that in order to split the residual in two space
dimensions in a way analogous to what we did in (5.16) we require that for α = 1, 2 the components of the
flux reconstruction f̂α are Lipschitz continuous in xα-direction. This is exactly what is needed such that
∂xα f̂α makes sense in L∞ .
Lemma 5.13 (Properties of flux reconstruction). The flux reconstructions f̂1, f̂2 are well defined; and f̂1
is Lipschitz continuous in x1-direction and f̂2 is Lipschitz continuous in x2-direction.
Proof. We will give the proof for f̂1. For every K ∈ T the restriction f̂1|K is determined by (5.19) up to a
linear combination (in each component) of
1⊗ lK,20 , . . . , 1⊗ lK,2q ,
where 1 denotes the polynomial having the value 1 everywhere. Prescribing (5.20) obviously fixes these
degrees of freedom. Therefore, f̂1 exists, is uniquely determined, and locally computable.
For showing that f̂1 is Lipschitz in the x1-direction it suffices to prove that f̂1 is continuous along the
’vertical’ faces. Let K = [xi, xi+1]× [yj , yj+1] ∈ T then we define
χkK := 1[xi,xi+1] ⊗ (lK,2k · 1[yj ,yj+1])
where for any interval I we denote the characteristic function of that interval by 1I . For any k ∈ {0, . . . , q}
we have on the one hand
(5.21)
∫
T
∂x1 f̂1χ
k
K = ωkh
y
j
∫ xi+1
xi
∂x1 f̂1(·, ξK,2k ) = ωkhyj
Ä
f̂1(xi+1, ξ
K,2
k )
− − f̂1(xi, ξK,2k )+
ä
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where hyj = yj+1 − yj and ωk is the Gauss quadrature weight associated to ξk. On the other hand we find,
using (5.19),
(5.22)
∫
T
∂x1 f̂1χ
k
K = ωkh
y
j
Ä
Pq[F1(v
−
h ,v
+
h )](xi+1, ξ
K,2
k )−Pq[F1(v−h ,v+h )](xi, ξK,2k )
ä
.
Combining (5.21), (5.22) and (5.20) we obtain
(5.23) f̂1(xi+1, ξ
K,2
k )
− =Pq[F1(v−h ,v
+
h )](xi+1, ξ
K,2
k ) = f̂1(xi+1, ξ
K,2
k )
+ for k = 0, . . . , q.
As f̂1(xi+1, ·)±|[yj ,yj+1] is a polynomial of degree q and k is arbitrary in equation (5.23) we find
(5.24) f̂1(xi+1, ·)+|[yj ,yj+1] = f̂1(xi+1, ·)−|[yj ,yj+1].
As i, j were arbitrary this implies Lipschitz continuity of f̂1 in x1-direction.

From equations (5.18) and (5.19) we obtain the following pointwise equation almost everywhere:
(5.25) ∂tvh + ∂x1 f̂1 + ∂x2 f̂2 = 0.
Remark 5.14 (Main idea of a 2 dimensional reconstruction). Recalling the arguments presented in previous
Sections our main priority is to make v̂ Lipschitz continuous. The particular reconstruction we describe is
based on the following principles inspired by §5.1. We wish v̂|K−vh|K to be orthogonal to polynomials on K
of degree q− 1 which is ensured by imposing them to coincide on the tensor product Gauss points. We wish
f̂1 and f1(v̂) to be similar on vertical faces which is ensured by fixing the values of v̂ on points of the form
(xi, ξ
K,2
l ) when K = [xi, xi+1] × [yj , yj+1]. Imposing the conditions described above on a reconstruction in
Vq+1,q+1 is impossible because it does not have enough degrees of freedom. Thus, we define a reconstruction
v̂ ∈ Vq+2,q+2. For such a function imposing the degrees of freedom described above leaves four degrees of
freedom per cell undefined. Thus, we may prescribe values in corners. To this end let us fix an averaging
operator w¯ : U4 → U.
Definition 5.15 (Solution reconstruction). We define (at each time) the reconstruction v̂ ∈ Vq+2,q+2 of
vh ∈ Vq,q by prescribing for every K = [xi, xi+1]× [yj , yj+1] ∈ T
v̂|K(ξK,1k , ξK,2l ) = vh(ξK,1k , ξK,2l ) for k, l = 0, . . . , q
v̂|K(xi, ξK,2l ) = w1(vh(xi, ξK,2l )−,vh(xi, ξK,2l )+) for l = 0, . . . , q
v̂|K(xi+1, ξK,2l ) = w1(vh(xi+1, ξK,2l )−,vh(xi+1, ξK,2l )+) for l = 0, . . . , q
v̂|K(ξK,1k , yj) = w2(vh(ξK,1k , yj)−,vh(ξK,1k , yj)+) for k = 0, . . . , q
v̂|K(ξK,1k , yj+1) = w2(vh(ξK,1k , yj+1)−,vh(ξK,1k , yj+1)+) for k = 0, . . . , q
v̂|K(xi, yj) = w¯(lim
s↘0
vh(xi + s, yj + s), lim
s↘0
vh(xi − s, yj + s),
lim
s↘0
vh(xi + s, yj − s), lim
s↘0
vh(xi − s, yj − s))
(5.26)
and analogous prescriptions for the remaining three corners of K.
Lemma 5.16 (Properties of v̂). The reconstruction v̂, is well-defined, locally computable and Lipschitz
continuous. Moreover, for q ≥ 1 the following local conservation property is satisfied:
(5.27)
∫
K
v̂ − vh = 0 ∀ K ∈ T .
Proof. We will only prove the Lipschitz continuity and the conservation property. As v̂ is piecewise poly-
nomial it is sufficient to prove continuity to show Lipschitz continuity. Let K = [xi, xi+1] × [yj , yj+1] and
K ′ = [xi−1, xi]× [yj , yj+1] then v̂|K and v̂|K′ coincide on (xi, yj), (xi, ξK,2k )k=0,...,q and (xi, yj+1). Therefore,
v̂|K and v̂|K′ coincide on {xi} × [yj , yj+1]. Analogous arguments hold for the other edges, such that v̂ is
indeed (Lipschitz) continuous.
As the nodal points on each element have tensor structure we can use the exactness properties of one-
dimensional Gauss quadrature. The conservation property (5.27) follows from the fact that one-dimensional
Gauss quadrature with q+ 1 Gauss points is exact for polynomials of degree up to 2q+ 1 which is larger or
equal q + 2 provided q ≥ 1. 
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Remark 5.17 (Reconstructions for hyperbolic/parabolic problems in 2 dimensions). In order to obtain
reconstructions and splittings of residuals into hyperbolic and parabolic parts for numerical discretisations
of (5.1) the reconstructions v̂, f̂α described in this section can be used in the same way the reconstructions
from §5.1 were used in §5.2. In particular, v̂ described above is already regular enough to serve as a
reconstruction in case of a numerical scheme for (5.1). The flux reconstructions (f̂α)α=1,2 can be used to
obtain a splitting analogous to (5.16) by making use of (5.25).
6. Numerical experiments
In this section we study the numerical behaviour of the error indicators EM and ED presented in the
previous Sections and compare this with the “error”, which we quantify as the difference between the
numerical approximation of the adaptive model and the numerical approximation of the full model, on some
test problems.
The model adaptive algorithm we employ is encapsulated by the following pseudocode:
6.1. Model Adaptation.
Require: (τ, t0, T,u
0, tol, tolc, ε)
Ensure: (unh)n=1,...,N , model adaptive solution
ε̂(x, 0) := 0 . Initialise parameters
t = t0 + τ, n = 1
while t ≤ T do . Loop in time
(unh) := Solve one timestep of dg scheme(u
n−1
h , ε̂)
Compute EM
for K ∈ T do . Model “coarsening” strategy
if EM |K < |K| tolc tol/ε then
ε̂(x, t)|K = 0
end if
end for
Recompute EM and compute ED
if ED + EM > tol then . Model “refinement” strategy
Mark a subset of elements, {J} where ED + EM is large
for K ∈ {J} do
Set ε̂(x, t)|K := ε
end for
end if
t := t+ τ, n := n+ 1
end while
return (unh)n=1,...,N ,
Remark 6.1 (Coupling to other adaptive procedures). The a posteriori bound given in Theorem 4.2 has
a structure which allows for both model and mesh adaptivity. This means that Algorithm 6.1 could be
coupled with other mechanisms employing h-p spatial adaptivity in addition to local timestep control. As
can be seen from the pseudocode we use the complex model even in the case the discretisation error ED is
large and the modelling error EM is small. In the first few tests we focus on the effect of model adaptation
only and will demonstrate one possibility of coupling model and mesh adaptivity in the final test.
6.2. Test 1 : The scalar case - the 1d viscous and inviscid Burgers’ equation. We conduct
an illustrative experiment using Burgers’ equation. In this case the “complex” model which we want to
approximate is given by
(6.1) ∂tuε + ∂x
Ç
u2ε
2
å
= ε∂xxuε
for fixed ε = 0.005 with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary data and the “simple” model we will use in the
majority of the domain is given by
(6.2) ∂tu+ ∂x
Ç
u2
2
å
= 0.
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We discretise the problem (6.2) using a piecewise linear dG scheme (5.5) together with Richtmyer type
fluxes given by
(6.3) F (v−h , v
+
h ) = f
Å
1
2
Ä
v−h + v
+
h
ä
− τ
h
Ä
f(v+h )− f(v−h )
äã
.
Note that these fluxes satisfy the assumptions (5.6)–(5.7). The dG formulation is then given by (5.5). In
the region where the “complex” model (6.1) is implemented for the discretisation of the diffusion term we
use an interior penalty (IP) discretisation with piecewise constant ε̂, that is
(6.4) ε̂ =
{
0.005 over cells where the a posteriori model error bound is large
0 otherwise.
This means the discretisation becomes∫
T
∂tuh · φ− f(uh) · ∂xφ+
∫
E
F (u−h , u
+
h ) JφK +Ah(uh, φ; ε̂) = 0 for all φ ∈ Vq,
uh(0) =Pq[u0]
(6.5)
where
(6.6) Ah(wh, φ; ε̂) =
∫
T
ε̂∂xwh · ∂xφ−
∫
E
JwhK · { ε̂∂xφ } + JφK · { ε̂∂xwh } −σ()
h
JwhK · JφK
and σ() = 10 is the penalty parameter. Initial conditions are chosen as
(6.7) u(x, 0) := sin (x)
over the interval [−pi, pi]. We use a first order IMEX temporal discretisation where the diffusion is taken
implicitly and the other terms explicitly. We take τ = 10−4 and h = pi/500 uniformly over the space-time
domain. For this test the parameters for Algorithm 6.1 are tol = 10−2 and tolc = 10−3. Note that these are
user-specified parameters. The results are summarised in Figures 1 and 2. In Figure 1 we show snapshots
of the solution over time together with the value of the model adaptivity parameter. In Figure 2 we display
the error induced by solving the “complex” model only over part of the domain.
6.3. Test 2 : The scalar case - the 2d viscous and inviscid Burgers’ equation. In this test we ex-
amine how the adaptive procedure extends into the multi-dimensional setting again using Burgers’ equation
as an illustrative example. In this case the “complex” model which we want to approximate is given by
(6.8) ∂tuε + div
Ç
1u2ε
2
å
= ε∆uε,
where 1 =(1, 1)ᵀ. The simple model we will use in the majority of the domain is given by
(6.9) ∂tu+ div
Ç
1u2
2
å
= 0.
These are coupled with homogenous Dirichlet boundary conditions. As in Test 1 we make use of a 1st order
IMEX, piecewise linear dG scheme together with Richtmyer fluxes and an IP method for the viscosity. We
pick an initial condition
(6.10) u(x, 0) = exp
Ä
−10 |x|2
ä
and use the parameters ε = 0.01, h =
√
2/50, τ =
√
2/400, tol = 10−2 and tolc = 10−3 in Algorithm 6.1.
The results are summarised in Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 3 snapshots of the solution over time together
with the value of the model adaptivity parameter are shown. Figure 4 displays the error induced by solving
the “complex” model only over part of the domain.
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Figure 1. A numerical experiment testing model adaptivity on Burgers’ equation. The
simulation is described in §6.2. Here we display the solution at various times (top) together
with a representation of the model adaptation parameter ε̂ (bottom). Blue is the region
ε̂ = 0, where the simplified (inviscid Burgers’) problem is being computed and red is where
ε̂ = ε 6= 0, where the full (viscous Burgers’) problem is being computed. We see that initially
only the simplified model is computed but as time progresses the full model is solved in a
region around where the steep layer forms. As this forms the domain where the complex
model is solved collapses and eventually is very localised around the layer.
(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0.5375
(c) t = 1.1625 (d) t = 1.3
(e) t = 1.55 (f) t = 2.5
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Figure 2. A numerical experiment testing model adaptivity on Burgers’ equation. The
simulation is described in §6.2. Here we display the error |uh − uε,h|, that is, the difference
between the approximation of the full expensive model and that of the adaptive approxi-
mation at the same times as in Figure 1 together with a representation of ε̂ (bottom). An
interesting phenomenon is the propagation of dispersive waves emanating from the interface
between the region where ε̂ = 0 and that of ε̂ = ε 6= 0.
(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0.5375
(c) t = 1.1625 (d) t = 1.3
(e) t = 1.55 (f) t = 2.5
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Figure 3. A numerical experiment testing model adaptivity on Burgers’ equation. The
simulation is described in §6.3. Here we display the solution at various times (top) together
with a representation of ε̂ (bottom). Blue is the region ε̂ = 0, where the simplified (inviscid
Burgers’) problem is being computed and red is where ε̂ = ε 6= 0, where the full (viscous
Burgers’) problem is being computed.
(a) t = 0.0025 (b) t = 0.25
(c) t = 0.5 (d) t = 1.
(e) t = 1.25 (f) t = 1.5
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Figure 4. A numerical experiment testing model adaptivity on Burgers’ equation. The
simulation is described in §6.3. Here we display the error |uh − uε,h|, that is, the difference be-
tween the approximation of the full expensive model and that of the adaptive approximation
at the same times as in Figure 3.
(a) t = 0.0025 (b) t = 0.25
(c) t = 0.5 (d) t = 1.
(e) t = 1.25 (f) t = 1.5
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6.4. Test 3 : The Isothermal Navier-Stokes system. In this test we examine the use of model adap-
tivity on the Isothermal Navier-Stokes system in a situation where Ka´rma´n vortices are produced by a flow
over a cylinder. This can be achieved by seeking (ρµ, ρvµ) such that
∂tρµ + div(ρµvµ) = 0
∂t(ρµvµ) + div(ρµvµ ⊗ vµ) +∇p = div(µ∇vµ),(6.11)
with a Reynolds number of 100 (i.e., µ = 1100). In this case our “complex” model is given by (6.11) and the
approximation is given by
∂tρ+ div(ρv) = 0
∂t(ρv) + div(ρv ⊗ v) +∇p = 0.(6.12)
Here we use the relation p(ρ) = 0.2ρ, through Boyle’s law. We write w =(ρµ, ρµvµ) for the unknowns and
then (6.11) becomes
(6.13) ∂tw + div(f(w)) = D(w),
with
(6.14) D(w) =
ñ
0
div(µ∇vµ)
ô
representing the diffusion term. We choose a piecewise linear dG scheme similar to that in previous tests of
the form ∫
T
∂twh · φ− f(wh) : ∇φ+
∫
E
F (w−h ,w
+
h ) JφK = D(wh,φ; µ̂) for all φ ∈ Vq,
uh(0) =Pq[u0]
(6.15)
where, in 2d,
(6.16) f(w) =
 ρv1 ρv2ρv21 + p ρv1v2
ρv2v1 ρv
2
2 + p
 ,
the div operator is understood to act row-wise,
(6.17) D(wh,φ; µ̂) =
Ñ
0
−Ah(v1, φ2; µ̂)
−Ah(v2, φ3; µ̂)
é
,
and
(6.18) Ah(v, φ; µ̂) =
∫
T
µ̂∇v · ∇φ−
∫
E
JvK · { µ̂∇φ } + JφK · { µ̂∇v } −σ(µ)
h
JvK · JφK
with σ(µ) = 10µ as the penalty parameter.
As in the previous tests we make use of a first order IMEX scheme for the timestepping and Richtmyer
fluxes for F . We take the domain as a rectangular region [−1, 7.5]× [−0.7, 0.7] with a circular hole centered
at the origin of radius 0.05. In this case maxhK ≈ 0.14 occuring near the upper and lower boundaries and
minhK ≈ 0.00008 occuring near the hole. The initial data we use is
(6.19) ρ(x, 0) = 1 v(x, 0) =(1, 0)ᵀ .
We impose slip boundary conditions on the top and bottom of the rectangular region, an inflow and outflow
on the left and right hand side respectively, compatible with the initial conditions and a no slip condition
on the cylinder itself.
The results are given in Figure 5 which shows the vorticity, ω = ∂xv2 − ∂yv1, of the simulation with
model adaptivity and the location of where diffusion was switched on. Figure 6 gives an indication of the
qualitative difference between the adaptive approximation and the simulation of the full INS system for
T = 6.02.
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Figure 5. A numerical experiment testing model adaptivity on the Isothermal Navier-
Stokes system. The simulation is described in §6.4. Here we display the vorticity, ω =
∂xv2 − ∂yv1, of the solution at various times (top) together with a representation of both µ
(bottom). Blue is the region µ = 0, where the simplified (Euler system) problem is being
computed and red is where µ 6= 0, where the full (Isothermal Navier-Stokes system) problem
is being computed.
(a) t = 0.04 (b) t = 0.37
(c) t = 0.94 (d) t = 1.5
(e) t = 2.46 (f) t = 6.02
6.5. Test 4 : The Navier-Stokes-Fourier system. In this test we detail the application of full spatial-
model adaptivity to the scenarios of classical forward facing step problem as well as fluid flow around an
aerofoil. We simulate the Navier-Stokes-Fourier system which is given by seeking (ρµ, ρµvµ, eµ) such that
∂tρµ + div(ρµvµ) = 0
∂t(ρµvµ) + div(ρµvµ ⊗ vµ) +∇p = div(µ∇vµ)
∂teµ + div((eµ + p)vµ) = div(µ(∇vµ) · vµ + µ∇Tµ),
(6.20)
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Figure 6. A numerical experiment testing model adaptivity on the Isothermal Navier-
Stokes system. The simulation is described in §6.4. Here we display the error induced
through the model adaptive strategy. We plot |wh −wµ,h|, that is, the difference between
the approximation of the full expensive model and that of the adaptive approximation. Note
that ‖wµ,h‖L∞ ≈ 1.7 hence the relative error at final time is around 15%.
(a) t = 0.04 (b) t = 6.02
in a supersonic regime. In this case our “complex” model is given by (6.20) and the approximation is given
by
∂tρ+ div(ρv) = 0
∂t(ρv) + div(ρv ⊗ v) +∇p = 0
∂te+ div((e+ p)v) = 0.
(6.21)
The specific parameters are detailed in (3.3). As in Test 3 we can rewrite this as a system with w =
(ρµ, ρµvµ, eµ) for the unknowns and (6.11) becomes
(6.22) ∂tw + div(f(w)) = D(w),
with
(6.23) D(w) =
 0div(µ∇vµ)
div(µ(∇vµ) · vµ + µ∇Tµ) .

representing the diffusion term. We choose a piecewise linear dG scheme similar to that in previous tests of
the form ∫
T
∂twh · φ− f(wh) · ∇φ+
∫
E
F (w−h ,w
+
h ) JφK = D(wh,φ; µ̂) for all φ ∈ Vq,
uh(0) =Pq[u0]
(6.24)
where, in 2d,
(6.25) f(w) =

ρv1 ρv2
ρv21 + p ρv1v2
ρv2v1 ρv
2
2 + p
(e+ p)v1 (e+ p)v2
 ,
(6.26) D(wh,φ; µ̂) =
Ü
0
−Ah(v1, φ2; µ̂)
−Ah(v2, φ3; µ̂)
−Ah(v1, φ4; v1µ̂)−Ah(v2, φ4; v2µ̂)−Ah(T, φ4; µ̂)
ê
.
We make use of a 3rd order strong stability preserving Runge-Kutta IMEX scheme for the temporal
discretisation, a piecewise linear dG scheme with the Richtmyer fluxes (6.3) and an IP discretisation of both
dissipative terms. Note that in these experiments we do not compute the difference between the adaptive
approximation and the “complex model”. The reason is that a fair and accurate comparison would require
the simulation of the full INS system on a uniform mesh of mesh width matching the smallest mesh width
in the adaptive approximation. This is computationally unfeasible.
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The algorithm we used to simulate this problem is given in pseudocode below. This is a maximum type
strategy where elements with the largest local error in space, determined by the indicator ED are refined.
In addition we solve the full NSF system over those elements with largest modelling error, determined by
the indictor EM .
6.6. Spatial-Model Adaptation.
Require: (τ, t0, T,w
0, tol, tolc, µ)
Ensure: (wnh)n=1,...,N , spatial-model adaptive solution
µ̂(x, 0) := 0 . Initialise parameters
t = t0 + τ, n = 1
while t ≤ T do . Loop in time
(wnh) := Solve one timestep of dg scheme(w
n−1
h , µ̂)
Compute ED and EM
for K ∈ T do
if EM |K < tolc maxJ∈T EM |J then . Model “coarsening” strategy
µ̂(x, t)|K = 0
end if
if ED|K < tolc maxJ∈T ED|J then . Mesh coarsening strategy
Mark K for coarsening
end if
end for
Coarsen marked elements
Recompute ED and EM
for K ∈ T do
if EM |K ≥ tol maxJ∈T EM |J then . Model “refinement” strategy
µ̂(x, t)|K = µ
end if
if ED|K ≥ tol maxJ∈T ED|J then . Mesh refinement strategy
Mark K for refinement
end if
end for
Refine marked elements
t := t+ τ, n := n+ 1
end while
return (wnh)n=1,...,N ,
Remark 6.2 (Comparing the two model adaptive strategies). The strategy proposed in Algorithm 6.6 has
a distinct disadvantage over Algorithm 6.1 since the “complex” model will be solved on a portion of the
domain from the very beginning of the simulation. Consider, for example, Tests 1 and 2 where the solution
remains smooth for some time. Applying Algorithm 6.6 to these problems results in the model adaptivity
being switched on before it is really needed. For these supersonic NSF simulations the solution is nonsmooth
from the very beginning of the simulation and linking model adaptivity with mesh refinement is done quite
simply with the implementation of Algorithm 6.6 with successful results as can be seen from Figures 7 and
8.
Note also that a feature of both strategies, due to the form of the estimator EM , is that in the scalar
case the “model coarsening” step results in all cells being coarsened and then new cells selected for “model
refinement” immediately afterwards. This ensures that the complex model is only used on cells where it is
truly needed.
Forward step parameters. The numerical domain we use for the forward step problem is the [0, 0] ×
[3/2, 3/4] 6 [1/2, 0]× [3/2, 1/4]. We select µ = 10−6. We produce a uniform initial mesh with h = 0.01 and
allow a maximum refinement level of 2. This means the minimum meshsize through the whole simulation is
h = 0.0025. We take a uniform timestep of τ ≈ 0.00062. Adaptation is described with Algorithm 6.6. We
take initial conditions
(6.27) ρ(x, 0) = 1.4 v(x, 0) =(3, 0)ᵀ e(x, 0) = 8
and enforce boundary conditions that match the initial conditions on the left boundary. We enforce slip
boundary conditions on the top and bottom boundaries and an outflow boundary condition on the right
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boundary. With the speed of sound and Mach number defined as
(6.28) a =
 ∣∣∣∣γpρ ∣∣∣∣ M = |v|a ,
respectively, we compute that for this experiment a ≈ 0.82 and hence M ≈ 3.66.
We use Algorithm 6.6 with tol = 0.5 and tolc = 0.1. Figure 7 gives some snapshots of the solution, the
model adaptivity parameter and the underlying mesh at various times.
Aerofoil parameters. We used data from the Langely Research Center website to construct a NACA 0012
aerofoil in a box [−1/2,−2] × [3, 2]. The aerofoil leading edge is situated at the origin and tail is at [1, 0].
We select µ = 10−6. We produce a quasiuniform initial mesh with h ≈ 0.1 and allow a maximum refinement
level of 4. This means the minimum meshsize throughout the whole simulation is h ≈ 0.00625. Note that
due to the shape of the aerofoil the mesh is not Cartesian. This means the reconstruction proposed in §5.3
is not valid. To compute an approximation to this reconstruction we overlay a Cartesian mesh and take the
nodal values as an average of the element (or elements) containing this node. We take a uniform timestep
of τ ≈ 0.0018. Adaptation is described with Algorithm 6.1. We take initial conditions
(6.29) ρ(x, 0) = 1 v(x, 0) =(3/2, 0)ᵀ e(x, 0) = 5
and enforce boundary conditions that match the initial conditions on the left boundary. We enforce slip
boundary conditions on the top and bottom boundaries as well as on the aerofoil and an outflow boundary
condition on the right boundary. Using (6.28) we compute a ≈ 1.47 and M ≈ 1.02.
We use Algorithm 6.6 with tol = 0.5 and tolc = 0.1. Figure 8 gives some snapshots of the solution, the
model adaptivity parameter and the underlying mesh at various times.
Remark 6.3 (Coupling of viscosity and heat conduction). In our experiment we choose µ as both the
coefficient of viscosity and the heat conduction. In practical situations these parameters may scale differently
and by splitting the adaptation estimator the model adaptivity can be conducted independently for both
the viscous and heat conduction term. We will not persue this here.
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Figure 7. An experiment using spatial-model adaptivity on the forward facing step prob-
lem. We plot the density and the model adaptivity parameter together with the underlying
mesh. Notice that the mesh correctly adapts as the shocks form and propogate and that
model adaptivity is on when the solution is close to shocking and near the step on the
boundary, where the solution is most singular.
(a) Density at t = 0.0774. (b) ε at t = 0.0774. (c) Mesh at t = 0.0774.
(d) Density at t = 0.2477. (e) ε at t = 0.2477. (f) Mesh at t = 0.2477.
(g) Density at t = 0.3715. (h) ε at t = 0.3715. (i) Mesh at t = 0.3715.
(j) Density at t = 0.743. (k) ε at t = 0.743. (l) Mesh at t = 0.743.
(m) Density at t = 1.2384. (n) ε at t = 1.2384. (o) Mesh at t = 1.2384.
(p) Density at t = 1.8576. (q) ε at t = 1.8576. (r) Mesh at t = 1.8576.
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Figure 8. An experiment using spatial-model adaptivity for flow around an aerofoil. We
plot the density and the model adaptivity parameter together with the underlying mesh.
Notice that the mesh correctly adapts as the shocks form and propogate and that model
adaptivity is on when the solution is close to shocking.
(a) Density at t = 0.0363. (b) ε at t = 0.0363. (c) Mesh at t = 0.0363.
(d) Density at t = 0.127. (e) ε at t = 0.127. (f) Mesh at t = 0.127.
(g) Density at t = 0.363. (h) ε at t = 0.363. (i) Mesh at t = 0.363.
(j) Density at t = 0.9074. (k) ε at t = 0.9074. (l) Mesh at t = 0.9074.
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